Using Google Widgets and You Tube Videos in Event Registration Forms
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How to add a widget or you tube video to a Form (Event, Donation, Survey, Membership)

First, obtain widget or you tube code following directions below.

Next, log into the Administration Center.
1. Mouse over Forms Management > Events (or other Form type) > Create/Manage Events (or other Form type).
2. Click the Form name link. The Edit Form Pages tab will display.
3. Click the Visual edit mode button. The form will display in Visual Edit Mode.
4. Click the Widget button under Add a component at the top of the page. See figure 1. The page will refresh with the add Widget section available. See figure 2.
5. Enter an Identifier. Be sure to use only letters, numbers, dashes (-), or underscores (_).
6. Select the Placement (first or last).
7. Paste the widget code or you tube code in the space provided.
8. Click Save changes, or Cancel to abort. The widget or you tube video will appear within the event. See figure 3.

How to capture widget code:
1. Go to http://www.google.com/ig/directory?synd=open
2. Choose a widget.
3. Adjust widget settings.
4. Click Get The Code button.
5. Select all the code and copy.
6. Proceed with Step 7 above.

How to capture YouTube video code:
1. Go to YouTube: http://www.youtube.com
2. Search for the appropriate video. The search results will display. See figure 7.
3. Click the video title or the thumbnail photo. Click the Share button below the video.
4. Click the Embed button.
5. Select all the HTML code and copy.
6. Proceed with Step 7 above.